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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, my name is Ali and today I will present to you our paper that is called : The Iterative Development of an Online Multiplayer Escape Room Game for Improving Social Interaction through Edutainment



Introduction
● Digital games

● Serious games

● Serious Games in Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Digital games, because of their interactive nature, can engage players. This engagement, in addition to entertainment have variety of application in different fields such as education, improving well-being aspect and even in human cognitive research.The Games that do not have entertainment as their primary purpose are called Serious Games.In addition to what I mentioned, serious games are also used for research as an efficient tool in experiments. But development processes and challenges are often overlooked in scientific publications, even though they could be helpful for reproducibility purposes or for new studies by other researchers.



Introduction
● Serious Games Development

● Development details in literature

Related papers:
Symborski et al. 2017, Games and Culture, The design and development of serious games using iterative evaluation.

Zilak et al. 2018, International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision’2017. Educational Virtual Environment Based on Oculus Rift and Leap
Motion Devices.

Del Gallego et al. 2021, International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision’2021. A Mobile Augmented Reality Application For Simulating
Claude Monet’s Impressionistic Art Style.

Aristidou et al. 2014, 22nd International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision 2014. Towards building a diving simulator for organizing dives
in real conditions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Obviously, the process of developing an effective serious game can become complicated, as more aspects need to be taken into account.Especially if the mobile devices are the target, this requires a need of an extra consideration due to their physical and technical characteristics like display size, processing power, input/interaction methods, and memory space. The majority of literatures that uses serious games are limited to a brief description of the development aspect and its challenges,and of course, focuses on the experimental part of the study.In our paper, we aim to fill this gap by describing some of our challenges in developing the serious game called Othello’s Castle and hope it will be useful for other researchers.�No need:Regarding the similar papers in literatures, we can mention work of Symborski, which describes two serious games that teach the mitigation of cognitive biases and the experiment cycles and playtesting that they conducted. The research elaborates on various design approaches and provides outcomes from the playtesting phases. Or Zilak, Car and Jezic, which describe the development of an elementary mathematical virtual classroom prototype based on Oculus Rift and Leap Motion devices and the user evaluations they conducted. And other few examples of studies that attempt to offer more technical details elaborate on the rendering methods or the computation algorithms they used, which benefit from reproducibility of similar applications.



Contents

We will present:
► The specifications of the game
► Challenges
► Approaches 
► Level design
► Testing process

OTHELLO’S CASTLE GAME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what we will do today!?Concerning the mentioned gap, first, I will present the specifications of the game, Then I will talk about some of the challenges and how we have addressed them for this project, and in the end, about the testing process.



Game Specifications

Game goals:
-Social well-being

Teamwork and communication

-Educational
History and architecture of the 
Castle

Othello story of Shakespeare

Target platforms:
Android Devices

Smartphones / tablets

Number of levels:
6 rooms

Game duration:
Min 60 min - Max 140 min

● 3D game
● First person view
● Online
● Multiplayer (2 to 4 players)
● Mobile Game
● Escape room (Mystery / puzzle solving)

370 MB

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our serious game is a 3D multiplayer escape room for mobile devices where players can see each other’s motions and communicate through voice. each player has a first-person view and can interact with the environment.As a serious game, there are two targets for this application. first, education about the historical heritage of Othello's castle of Famagusta in Cyprus and its association with Shakespeare's play (“The Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice”).The second aim was to increase social well-being. The game is designed to encourage players to communicate and cooperate with each other in order to solve the puzzles and escape the rooms.In total, there are 6 locked rooms distributed among the castle in order to guide the players to visit the whole castle and get familiar with it.The duration of the game on average is less than 90 min.We developed the game using the Unity software, for Android devices. We used the Photon plugin for the online multilayer and voice chat features of the game. For the modeling, 3D designs, UV mapping and material designs Blender has been used.Also, for 2D graphics such as UI elements and textures we used Photoshop and Studio Clip Paint Pro.



Challenges

Educational goal
● Historical and architectural
Based on a real historical site, Othello castle in 
Famagusta, Cyprus

● Environment (Textures, Light 
direction and weather)

Develop Mobile Game
● Limited resources (Physical, 

Rendering, Processing, etc. )

Promoting Social well-being
● Cooperation
● Communication

● Low polygon count
● Texturing & Lighting
● Accurate

● Feeling each other's 
presence

● Create enough reasons 
to communicate and 
collaborate

● Equal opportunity for all 
the players

o Avatar

o Actions

o Communication

● Environment design
● Modeling of Avatar

● Individual Actions 
(Navigation system)

● Clear destination & 
Awareness of others' 
location (Live MAP)

● Role distributions

● Level design
● Testing

Targets Criteria Topics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you understand we cannot mention about all the challenges in a paper.So, here we try to point out some of them by saying why there were necessary and how we addressed them.As we mentioned, this is a mobile game. We should consider the devices’ limitations and design the game as light as possible in terms of size and processing. We should keep the modeling, texturing, lighting, and sharing networking parameters at an optimal level.On the other hand, because of the educational goal, we needed to keep a proper level of accuracy in our modeling, especially the castle itself. Also, because of other target, social well-being, we wanted the players to have enough sense of presence for each other, so we should consider their avatar, actions and communications. And designing the game in a way that includes enough reasons for communication and collaboration. Creating an equal level of involvement were one of our concern as well. So, all these criteria guide us to the topics here which I will explain them in the following slides.



3D modeling - Environment

3D scan
3,100,000 polygons
346 MB

3D model
10,000 polygons
3.8 MB

● Low polygon count

● Accuracy

● Texturing & Lighting

Criteria

%99

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regarding the design of the environment, we should have an accurate and, at the same time, a low polygon model. Although we had a 3D laser scan of the castle, we had to model it in 3D from the beginning. Because, at best, 3D scanning with optimization would turn into more than 3 million polygons and a size of 346 MB, which was not acceptable or even necessary for a mobile game.Since the castle is composed of regular geometric shapes, we used the existing engineering map to model the castle and then compared it to the 3D scan model and actual photos for details and corrections.The result was the model with 10,000 polygons and the size of only 3.8 MB. Means 99% smaller than 3D scan. And as you can see in the images the end result is satisfying.Also, it is worth mentioning that the player starts the game according to the date and time of their device. So, when they begin the game, they would experience the sun’s position and shadows as if they were there at that specific date and time.In addition to this, Randomized weather conditions have been applied to the sky to provide a better experience. Lighting is another aspect that could cost a lot in terms of processing. So, all the lights except 3 direct lights have been baked in a second UV map of each object, and in order to keep them optimized and dynamic,  baked them in two versions of day and night.



3D modeling - Texture
2048 X 2048
24 bit
6.2 MB

2048 X 2048
24 bit
2.4 MB

2048 X 2048
24 bit
8.8 MB

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regarding texture, for optimizing the performance, only a single texture has been used and applied to the whole castle. As you can see here, the single texture used for the castle is designed to cover the diversity of its erosion surfaces. In the middle and down, we have the maximum damage. On the sides, less damage, and on the top without any damage.Therefore, the blocks of stones could be placed by UV mapping to resemble the appearance of the real structure. A normal and a height map were also created to give the illusion of bumps on the wall's surface



3D modeling - Texture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here you can see how we have placed the blocks in order to match the gate.  



3D modeling - Avatar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The avatars also should be efficient in terms of polygon and their required flexibilities for the actions.The body is downloaded from mixamo and modified. (retopologize)The heads are designed in the blender separately to have a variety of characters. Because of the low polygon approach and the artistic style we used a cartoon shader for avatars which allowed us to have fewer polygons in the model.



Functionality - Navigation System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Visual communication between the players was anther topic. So, the players are able to see each other’s movement, looking point and actions.Designing a user-friendly and efficient controller can be challenging. Especially to find the optimal sensitivity of controllers.



Functionality - Navigation System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The sensitivities has to be tested practically with real players as it depends on many factors such as the size of the avatar in the environment, required moving distances and others.In our case also, The joysticks and action buttons went through some iterations, in terms of their position and regarding the speed of rotation and movement to be finalized.



Functionality - Navigation System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other UI elements and avatar actions such as running, jumping, or crouching buttons are located according to their priorities in the game.



Functionality - Map

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The other topic was self-location and being aware of where the rest of the group are.So, a mapping system is designed to display live, players' movement and guide them to their next destination.



Objects Visibility Algorithm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the main challenges was to find a proper way to maximize and encourage cooperation, interaction, and communication between the players. The challenge was addressed by enabling and disabling the visibility of different key objects to the players, depending on their role in each level.As shown in this flowchart algorithm, Every time that events are triggered for each levelOne player randomly would be selected as a “solver” who can see and solve the puzzle but can not see the related clues. At the same time, the rest of the players (named “helpers”) can see and have access only to the clues.So their communication and cooperation became the most important factor for solving each level.This algorithm would guarantee that the solver role is distributed equally to all players and avoid the game without a solver in case of network connection issues.Extra:there is a list of connected players and another list for players who didn't become "solver" yet., 



Level design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another important part of game development is level design.which if it is well organized and clear, can be very helpful.Here is the level design flowchart of our game, and as you can see, it has a linear story. (it means that every level is connected to only one level, and the player can go to the next level only if they escape the current room) Each row represents a levelGreen boxes are triggers,Blue boxes are clues, Orange are puzzles Purple colors are actions after solving puzzles.Also, The red texts shows who have access.AnyhowA detailed level design clarifies the sequence, position, and relations of components in the application. So, it is very helpful in finding the gaps and problems before the developing phase.Indeed, it is very useful in the development process as well, and we highly recommend paying special attention to it.



Game Testing

● White box testings
○ Group of 4 people (two times)

● Black box testings
○ 5 Groups of 2-4 people

Iteration

White-Box testing Black-Box testing

Game aspect tested (focus) Prototype Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
Core mechanics medium low
Mechanics integrated in the 
game high high low low

Networking medium medium high low low

Game structure medium medium

User experience high high

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The testing process in iterative development happens several times during the project. Apart from the prototype, we had 4 iterations, and in each step, we targeted a specific main aspect to test.Also, the testing happened by the white and black box testing method.The white box testing refers to the testers who are aware of the programming, the process, and the goal of the project. On the other hand, black-box testing is when the testers are not aware of the technical aspects, and they are purely just players.Our collected data from the testing process included: Questionnaire with 5-point Likert scale and open-ended questions, interviewing players, and experimenter observation. Extra:Questionnaire???8 sectionDemographic info6 Rooms questionnaire (difficulty, quality , functions etc)Overall questions



Game Testing

● Updates made:
○ Music (background music changed)
○ Lighting (game became brighter)
○ Navigating system (sensitivity and mechanic optimized)
○ More guidance added for some puzzles
○ Sequence of puzzles changed (Room 1 and Room 2)
○ Server optimization for connecting people from different 

continents
○ Repositioning objects for easier access
○ Adding invisible colliders in corners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some of the changes that we have applied after testing process were related to ….



Outcomes of the testing

● Social well-being target was achieved

● Testers found the communication to be efficient

● Game was found entertaining and visually appealing

● Navigation, difficulty scaling, player guidance, and lighting 
issues resolved by the use of iterative cycles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As result of testing,The initial target of social well-being that we set for the game was achieved, as all the testers found their communication with the other players in this game to be efficient. Additionally, most of the testers emphasized that their favorite parts of the game were the communication and cooperation.The game environment was found entertaining to play and visually appealing.OverallIn our paper, we described how we implemented and integrated some challenges of serious game development.We hope that our brief description and explanation could help or guide other researchers for a general overview and possible challenges they may face during their development.



More challenges
► Network parameters
► Communication configuration
► Game structure design
► Game mechanics
► Sounds
► Triggers and colliders 
► Material designs

► Testing the game with different target groups
► Getting ready for public play

PHASES

● Planning
● Pre-production
● Production
● Testing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also, Here is a list of more challenges and possible future steps of our project that we did not mention in the paper due to the limited size of content we could have.Iterative development, which breaks the process of developing a software into iterations that contain the whole process was chosen as our approach to the development of the game. This method is commonly used in game developmentIn the planning phase we decided on the game specifications like the type, platform, aim, setting and key features. In the pre-production phase we decided on the game scenario and storyboards and we defined the game mechanics. We also created the first prototype of the game which included the core game mechanics. When these mechanics were tested and working as intended then we moved to the production phase where all the assets of the game were created like the models, UI elements, programming scripts). Finally in the testing phase, the versions of the game were tested with a black or white box testing.
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